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Introduction. Recently there has been continued 
growth in both the number of online users and Web 
applications (sites, services, social networks) [1] The 
growing number of users requires a web application a 
significant increase in performance due to the fact that the 
process visits to web resources has a random nature with 
significant fluctuations. And customer service even visiting 
peaks should occur at the time of the order of 1–2 seconds 
[7]. At the same time the web application requires 
reliability, so even 15 minutes disability sites lead to a 
significant reduction of its position in Google SERP [6]. 

So actual is the problem of building Web applications 
that have improved reliability and performance 
simultaneously. But these IT requirements are often those 
that contradict each other. This contradiction occurs 
because that productivity is generally associated with 
parallel operation. This parallel operation requires some 
parts of specialization that prevents duplication of their 
work to ensure reliability. 

Implementation. In this paper we propose a technical 
solution that is optimal in terms of reliability and 
performance. As the criteria of reliability, we used a 
disability, as well as performance criteria – the number of 
components that can perform the work at once. 

To construct the solution we used technology nginx [4]. 
Nginx is a free, open-source, high-performance HTTP server 
and reverse proxy. Nginx was started in 2002, with the first 
public release in 2004. Nginx now hosts nearly 12.18% 
(22.2M) of active sites across all domains. Nginx is known 
for its high performance, stability, rich feature set, simple 
configuration, and low resource consumption. [5] Scheme of 
the standard Nginx configuration shown in Fig.1. 

As can be seen from the scheme in the standard 
technology Nginx configuration ensures reliable operation 
in the case of a single server. However, any server can fail 
for a number of reasons such as hardware or software 
failure, network failure, or even problems with the electricity 
in the data center. 

As can be seen from the scheme in the standard 
technology Nginx configuration ensures reliable operation 
in the case of a single server. However, any server can fail 
for a number of reasons such as hardware or software 
failure, network failure, or even problems with the electricity 
in the data center. 
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Fig. 1. Scheme of Nginx 

 
The standard way to improve the reliability of system 

works is mirroring servers, and the reserve server can be 
located even in a different data center. �n case of failure of 
one server it is possible to switch to another. However, the 
use of reserve systems can not improve the performance of 
the system as a whole, as the work performed by one 
anyway. To improve performance main and reserve servers 
have to serve clients simultaneously. It is clear, that in the 
case where users generate the content this architecture 
become complex because it requires synchronization of 
content between servers when the user change it. But there 
are a number of services, such as [3], where it is not 
necessary to modify the stored content in response to the 
user actions. The proposed solution is designed for these 
systems. The main idea of solution is to create mirrored 
copies of the service, access to which is performed under 
round robin, implemented by domain name system service 
[2]. Scheme of the round robin is shown in Fig. 2. 

The main problem of this solution is that it requires 
storing complete copy of the data on all used servers and 
therefore takes up more memory than the parallel 
operation of specialized copies. As the solution of this 
problem it is proposed to use natural feature of database 
cache – keeping in memory the data that are used more 
commonly. But in order to work, data used to serve client's 
request has to hit the cache in the server. So, on every 
server users requests have to be limited to some subset, of  
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the round robin 

 
all requests, and every server handles it's own part. To 
implement this mechanism it is proposed to use Nginx 
server. It is flexible enough to define by configuration how 
to distribute requests to servers to make cache effective. 
Also in case of failure of one of them, requests are handled 
by working servers. This detection efficiency of the server 
is done automatically by analyzing the responses. The 
general scheme of the proposed solution is shown in 
Fig. 3. Example of Nginx configuration is shown below. 
upstream application_application { 

server 127.0.0.1:8090;} 
upstream local_application { 

#prefer local application over remote 
server 127.0.0.1:81; 
server server_2:81 backup;} 

upstream remote_application { 
#prefer remote application over local 
server server_2:81; 
server 127.0.0.1:81 backup;} 

server { 
listen 81; 
location / { 
proxy_set_header Host $host; 
proxy_pass http://application_upstream;} 

} 
server { 

#handle client's requests 
listen 80; 
server_name server_1; 
location / { 
#query classification. 
if ($arg_query !~* "^[0-9a-n]") { 

proxy_pass http://remote_application 
break;} 

if ($arg_query ~* "^[0-9a-n]") { 
proxy_pass http://local_application; 
break;}}} 
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Fig. 3. The proposed solution in general 

 
Conclusions. The proposed solution can improve 

overall system performance by parallelizing work on 
several servers and effectively using resources of all 
processors and of total memory of all servers. Also it 
increases reliability of all system. On failure of a server 
response time increases, but overall the service keeps 
running smoothly. 
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